Geant4 is a large-scale particle physics package that facilitates every aspect of particle transport simulation. This includes, but is not limited to, geometry description, material definition, tracking of particles passing through and interacting with matter, storage of event data, and visualization. As more detailed and complex simulations are required in different application domains, there is much interest in adapting the code for parallel and multi-core architectures. Parallelism can be achieved by tracking many particles at the same time. The complexity in the context of a GPU/CUDA adaptation is the highly serialized nature of the Geant4 package and the presence of large lookup tables that guide the simulation. This work presents G4CU, a CUDA implementation of the core Geant4 algorithm adapted for dose calculations in radiation therapy. For these applications the geometry is a block of voxels and the physics is limited to low energy electromagnetic physics. These features allow efficient tracking of many particles in parallel on the GPU. Experiments with radiotherapy simulations in G4CU demonstrate about 40 times speedups over Geant4.
I. Introduction
Geant4 is a Monte Carlo particle physics simulation toolkit implemented in object-oriented C++. At a high level, the toolkit allows users to construct complex geometries and then track individual particles moving through and interacting with material. Geant4 includes numerous physics processes and material definitions. Its use cases vary in scale from high energy physics experiments to low energy medical applications (1, 2) . The current production version of Geant4 is limited to tracking a single particle at a time while the beta version supports multi-threaded operation.
General purpose use of graphics processing units (GPU) is an area of intense interest in scientific computing. GPUs are capable of high floating point operation rates via parallelization. The past decade has delivered many improvements in programming environments (CUDA, OpenCL, UPC) and tools. This work presents G4CU, a GPU implementation of a subset of Geant4 capability for the simulation of radiation therapy.
II. Method 1. Algorithm
G4CU is a port of the core Geant4 algorithm. Its implementation was done based on the Geant4 release 9.6 patch02. GPUs have many cores, which allows G4CU to track many particles in parallel. As in Geant4, the simulation of a particle moving through material is performed as a series of steps. In each step various processes may act on the particle. Currently, G4CU supports photons, electrons, and positrons. The physics processes implemented for photons are Compton scattering, photoelectric effect, and pair production. The processes implemented for electrons and positrons are ionization, bremsstrahlung, and multiple scattering, and a positron annihilation process for positron. Transportation is also treated as a physics process and is responsible for updating particle position and location in the geometry.
Physics processes are implemented in three distinct components. The along-step component acts on the particle along the path of the step. The post-step component is applied to the particle at the end of the step. The at-rest component is only performed when a particle stops moving (goes down to zero kinetic energy). Multiple along-step processes can be applied in a single step, while only one post-step or at-rest process is called at the end of a step. The current application of interest is simulating the dose distribution for photon radiotherapy. The irradiated target is implemented as voxels reconstructed from CT image data. Each voxel is treated as water with a different density. The target rests inside of a world volume filled with low density water to model air. Primary photons stored in phase space data are initialized at short distances from the target. The overall goal of the simulation is to calculate the energy dose distribution fast and accurately. 2. CUDA programming G4CU relies on CUDA, a GPU programming environment developed by NVIDIA (3) . CUDA is an extension to the C and C++ languages. The programming model revolves around CUDA kernels, which are executed in parallel on the GPU in sets of thread blocks. The programming model is primarily SIMD (Single-Instruction, Multiple-Data). The best performance is achieved when all threads in a block are executing the same instruction on different pieces of data. At a low level CUDA threads are executed in groups of 32, each group called a warp. Each instruction is issued to all threads in a warp at the same time. The threads operate on different registers. If the code contains branches, some threads may have to stall until the branches converge and all threads are issued the same instruction. Minimizing branching is an important aspect in achieving good performance. GPU memory layout and access patterns have large implications for overall application performance. NVIDIA GPUs have a large bank of "global" memory and a set of caches that reside "on-chip". G4CU uses a "struct-of-arrays" pattern for the data associated with particles and all physics processes. For example, the positions of particles are stored in a structure with pointers to arrays for each dimension: The hardware is able to bundle requests by contiguous threads to contiguous memory locations. For example, a request by threads 0 to 3 to values x[0] to x [3] would be handled by a single memory transaction. In CUDA these are known as coalesced memory reads and writes and are a crucial component in achieving high performance. The typical G4CU run configuration is 128 blocks with 256 threads each for a total of 32k particles being tracked in parallel. The test platform is a Tesla K20 GPU board (4) , which has 2496 CUDA cores and 5 GB of global memory. Overall, there is enough non-divergent behavior in the simulation to achieve good performance on the GPU.
III. Implementation

Overall flow
The basic Monte Carlo algorithm for transporting particles through matter breaks the process into a series of steps. In each step, properties of the particle (e.g. position and energy) are changed and secondary particles are generated (e.g. electrons via the photoelectric effect). In G4CU, each CUDA thread is responsible for tracking a single particle. Each thread has a local stack for secondary particles, a state for the parallel random number generator, and access to the global material density and energy dose arrays.
Each thread may be in one of four possible states:
• Stop: The thread is inactive. This occurs after the active particle leaves the domain and when the thread has an empty secondary stack.
• Init: After a particle is popped from the stack, the thread is placed in "Init" mode so that the physics processes may perform initialization actions.
• Run: The thread is actively tracking a particle. All processes have been initialized.
• Hold: The thread is on hold because a resource has been exhausted. The key resource is the secondary stack.
Figure 1: The main loop in G4CU
The main loop in G4CU has five components. The orange pars are processed in each step, while the green parts are acted periodically. The frequency at which they applied is a tunable parameter.
The simulation starts by dividing the primary budget evenly amongst all threads. The main loop in G4CU has five components shown in Figure 1 . The program will terminate if each thread has exhausted its primary budget, has an empty secondary stack, and is in the Stop state. The primary generation procedure randomly generates new particles and places them on the secondary stack. The user is able to control primary generation based on the size of the stack and how many primary particles are generated in one iteration. The pop procedure will move a particle from the top of the stack to the active position on the thread, initialize all relevant processes, and set the thread state to Run. The resource check looks to see if there is room on the secondary stack for safe invocation of a step. Any physics process may generate secondary particles so there must be space on the stack to continue. In the radiation dosimetry simulations, the stacks are able to store 100 secondary particles and are never exhausted in typical running conditions. Finally, the procedure to carry out a simulation step is invoked. This is described in more detail in a following section. The termination check, primary generation, and pop procedures do not need to be called every iteration. Counters are used to apply the procedures periodically. The frequency at which they are applied is used as a performance tuning parameter.
2.
Stepping particles G4CU processes a step of a track in the same manner as Geant4. First, each physics process is queried for a physical interaction length (PIL). The PIL indicates the step length after which the process should be applied or provides a limit on the step size to maintain simulation precision. The shortest PIL is selected as the step size. Once the step size is selected, all of the along-step processes are applied. For example the transportation along-step process updates the particle position. The Ionization process computes the energy loss of electrons and positrons during a step.
Post-step processes are responsible for performing an action at the end of a step. A good example is Compton scattering, which changes the direction of an incident gamma particle and generates a secondary electron. If an post-step process component has the shortest PIL, then it is selected to make an interaction of the particle at the end of the step. The control of the application of physics processes requires a degree of branching. Areas of overlapping execution are exploited in the design of G4CU. The along-step component of any process will be applied in every step to the appropriate type of particle. For example (as in Figure 2 ), a gamma and an electron reside in adjacent threads. In the along-step phase, the gamma thread will stall while the electron thread is computing energy loss from ionization. The transport along-step code is the same for all particles and is applied to all threads in parallel. In each step, each thread will select only one post-step process. In the example, the gamma thread has selected Compton scattering while the electron thread has selected Bremsstrahlung. Each thread must wait while the other thread applies the selected process. Thus the overall parallel performance has a stochastic nature. Future work will investigate separating particle types into different thread sets in order to improve parallel execution efficiency.
Secondary particles
Each thread has access to a secondary particle stack with standard push and pop operations. The stacks could become unbalanced due to the random nature of the simulation. Some future work may explore strategies to balance the stacks among available threads. Some preliminary tests have shown that sort operations over the entire set of stacks are too expensive to be practically useful. However, other methods to balance stacks are under investigation.
Look-up tables
Many of the physics processes use look-up tables. For example, each discrete process uses a lookup table for obtaining its cross section, as a function of the kinetic energy of a particle. The ionization process has tables for energy loss, range, and inverse range as well. G4CU uses linear interpolation for these tables. Most of the tables have uniformly spaced bins and do not require branching. The inverse range table has non-uniform bins and bisection is used to compute the bin index.
Figure 2: The control of physics process applications on threads
For example, a gamma and an electron reside in adjacent threads. In the along-step phase, the gamma thread will stall while the electron thread is computing energy loss from ionization. The transport along-step code is the same for all particles and is applied to all threads in parallel. In the post-step, the gamma thread has selected Compton scattering while the electron thread has selected Bremsstrahlung. Each thread must wait while the other thread applies the selected process.
Figure 3: True step length and geometric step length
Multiple scattering requires management of two kinds of step lengths. The true step length (red) is the length of the part the particle takes as it scatters through the material. The geometric step length (blue) is the linear distance between the start and end points of the step.
The Bremsstrahlung process uses surface interpolation in the description of interaction. The data was pulled directly from Geant4. The bins are non-uniformly spaced. Thus, interpolation requires two bisections to compute bin indices. The runtime profiles shown in a following section indicate that this is the most time-consuming part in simulations. (5) . The key difference is that lateral displacement is not taken into account at the end of a step in G4CU. MSC only changes the particle direction. Multiple scattering requires management of two kinds of step lengths. The true step length is the length of the part the particle takes as it scatters through the material. The geometric step length is the linear distance between the start and end points of the step (see Figure 3) . The procedure to compute the two step lengths involves the MSC and transportation processes. First, all physics processes (including MSC) are queried for PIL values. The shortest PIL is selected as the true step length. A multiple scattering function is called to compute a geometrical step length based on the true step length. The geometrical step length is shorter than the true step length and models the scattering of a particle through matter. Next, transport is queried to determine the linear step length to a geometrical boundary. If the transport step limit is shorter than the geometric step size, then the multiple scattering process is asked to convert the geometric step size into a true step size. Then the along-step part of multiple scattering samples a scattering angle at the end of each step for electrons and positrons.
Multiple scattering G4CU multiple scattering (MSC) is based on the default implementation (Urban95 model) in Geant4
Dose accumulation
The dose for each voxel is stored in a large global array. Any processes may deposit energy in steps. There is potential for a race condition if multiple threads are attempting to record local energy deposition into the same voxel. G4CU adopts the "atomicAdd" function presented in the CUDA programming guide in order to exclusively accumulate dose in global memory array. G4CU basically uses floating point numbers in single precision, but double precision variables are used for dose accumulation to prevent the accumulated dose value from being overflowed due to add operations between small local energy deposits and large accumulated dose values.
Geometry and transportation
The G4CU geometry was designed to support the radiotherapy application and achieve good performance on the GPU. The components are a "world box" and a "voxel box". The world box is a 3×3×3 grid of sub-boxes. The center-most sub-box is for the voxel box. The voxel box may have an arbitrary number of uniformly segmented voxels in each dimension. The material is described as water of varying density. The default value for the world volume density is that of air. Each voxel in the voxel box is assigned a density scale relative to 1.0 g/cm 3 , that is used in the calculation of physics process as a density scale factor.
Particles may be generated anywhere inside of the world box, including inside of the voxel box. The transportation process steps a particle at geometrical boundaries to update location indices and state. As an example, consider a particle that starts in the world box and is directed toward the voxel box. The transportation process will take a step at the face of the world sub-box leading into the voxel box. The particle is pushed to the voxel box if it is detected to be entering the center-most world sub-box. Movement through the voxel box is managed by stepping at each voxel face and updating voxel indices. If an index in one of the coordinate directions is determined to be out of bounds, then the particle is moved out to the world box. A particle is terminated when it hits one of the boundary faces of the world box.
Process
Process total Table 1 shows the component breakdown of total runtime consumed by each part of G4CU in a simulation with 1 million events of a 20 MeV electron travelling through a 61×61×150 segmented voxels of water. This profile is similar to results obtained under different sets of parameters. The "management" component includes checking of termination conditions, generating new primary particles, and popping secondary particles from the stack. The "initialization" part refers to the computations required by each process when a particle is popped from the stack. The "step length" column shows the percentage of time taken by the transport and multiple scattering processes to determine the "true" and "geometric" step lengths for electrons and positrons. The "electron deletion" process is responsible for terminating electrons/positrons with loosing kinetic energy according to the energy loss tables. The Bremsstrahlung post-step physics process takes a very large fraction of the runtime. This process relies on two surface interpolation tables (one each for Hydrogen and Oxygen). The bins along each table axis are non-uniform and bisection search is used to compute the bin indices. The nature of the code and memory access pattern required by this surface interpolation is not well suited to the GPU architecture. The other physics processes in G4CU do not use surface interpolation. Some future work will involve resampling the surfaces to generate tables with uniform bin sizes.
IV. Performance Profiling
V. Results
Setups of benchmark
The performance of G4CU was studied for different configurations of phantoms. The benchmark setups are based on the configurations described in Reference [6] . The dimensions of the phantom are 30.5 × 30.5 × 30.0 cm 3 , and it is segmented with the voxels of 5 × 5 × 2 mm 3 . At the first step, depth dose distributions in a water phantom were checked for mono-energetic electron (20MeV) and photon (6MeV). Then tests for slab phantoms were performed. The slab phantoms consist of three layers of different materials along the depth direction, such as 5cm water -5 cm lung / bone -20 cm water. The primary is a point source of photons at SSD =100 cm, and a uniform broad beam forms the field size of 10 × 10 cm 2 at the phantom face. The photon beam is a 6 MV beam from a realistic clinical accelerator as calculated at NRC using the BEAM code (7) . The practical energy spectrums are calculated using the tables presented in Reference [8] .
In order to examine simulation validity and performance gain of G4CU against CPU program, a Geant4 simulation program was prepared with the same running configurations as G4CU. The performance was analyzed in terms of both simulation validity and simulation speed.
Dose validation
At first, depth dose distributions in simple water phantom for photons and electrons were checked against the Geant4 simulation as shown in Figure 4 Then tests for slab phantoms were performed for the 6 MV photon beam. The dose profiles are checked in terms of depth (z) dose and lateral dose distributions in different layer combinations as shown in Figure 6 . Left column shows the depth dose profiles, and the right column shows the lateral (x) distributions at z = 2.5, 7.5, and 12.5 cm. 100 million of histories were generated for Geant4 simulation, while 1 million of histories for G4CU, thus the distributions obtained with G4CU present larger statistical fluctuations. But agreements between these plots can be seen roughly. Further comparisons with higher statistics and statistical tests will be performed in future work.
Computation time
The comparison of computation time of simulations for electron and photon primary cases is summarized in Table 2 . In Geant4 simulation, Xeon X5680 (3.33GHz) processor was used, and programs ran in single thread mode. The time per history presented is an average time, that is calculated by overall elapsed time, including reading data tables, transfer data between CPU and GPU, data file output, etc. In each case, G4CU achieves about 40 times speedup against Geant4 simulation.
VI. Summary
G4CU is a CUDA implementation of a limited subset of Geant4 simulation. The capabilities of GPU architectures provide an opportunity to enhance the performance of specific Geant4 applications. It is most promising to target applications with simple or uniform geometries. Experiments with radiotherapy simulations in G4CU demonstrate about 40 times speedups over Geant4.
